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Abstract With growing computational capabilities of parallel machines, scientific simulations are being performed at
finer spatial and temporal scales, leading to a data explosion.
The growing sizes are making it extremely hard to store, manage, disseminate, analyze, and visualize these datasets, especially as neither the memory capacity of parallel machines,
memory access speeds, nor disk bandwidths are increasing
at the same rate as the computing power. Sampling can be
an effective technique to address the above challenges, but it
is extremely important to ensure that dataset characteristics
are preserved, and the loss of accuracy is within acceptable
levels. In this paper, we address the data explosion problems by developing a novel sampling approach, and implementing it in a flexible system that supports server-side sampling and data subsetting. We observe that to allow subsetting
over scientific datasets, data repositories are likely to use an
indexing technique. Among these techniques, we see that
bitmap indexing can not only effectively support subsetting
over scientific datasets, but can also help create samples that
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preserve both value and spatial distributions over scientific
datasets. We have developed algorithms for using bitmap
indices to sample datasets. We have also shown how only a
small amount of additional metadata stored with bitvectors
can help assess loss of accuracy with a particular subsampling
level. Some of the other properties of this novel approach
include: (1) sampling can be flexibly applied to a subset of
the original dataset, which may be specified using a valuebased and/or a dimension-based subsetting predicate, and (2)
no data reorganization is needed, once bitmap indices have
been generated. We have extensively evaluated our method
with different types of datasets and applications, and demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords Big data · Bitmap indexing · Data sampling ·
Multi-resolution · Parallel processing
1 Introduction
Many of the ‘big-data’ challenges today are arising from
increasing computing ability, as data collected from simulations has become extremely valuable for a variety of scientific
endeavors. With growing computational capabilities of parallel machines, scientific simulations are being performed at
finer spatial and temporal scales, leading to a data explosion. As a specific example, the Global Cloud-Resolving
Model (GCRM) [25] currently has a grid-cell size of 4 km,
and already produces 1 PB of data for a 10 day simulation.
Future plans include simulations with a grid-cell size of 1 km,
which will increase the data generation 64-fold.
Finer granularity of simulation data offers both an opportunity and a challenge. On one hand, it can allow understanding of underlying phenomena and features in a way that
would not be possible with coarser granularity. On the other
hand, larger datasets are extremely difficult to store, man-
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age, disseminate, analyze, and visualize. Neither the memory capacity of parallel machines, memory access speeds,
nor disk bandwidths are increasing at the same rate as the
computing power, contributing to the difficulty in storing,
managing, and analyzing these datasets. Simulation data is
often disseminated widely, through portals like the Earth
System Grid (ESG) [6], and downloaded by researchers all
over the world. Such dissemination efforts are hampered by
dataset size growth, as wide area data transfer bandwidths
are growing at a much slower pace. Finally, while visualizing datasets, human perception is inherently limited relative
to dataset sizes.
The above trends are leading to the following three problems:

sampled dataset should be as close to the original dataset
as possible. The second is spatial distribution, i.e., the data
accuracy should be maintained not only for the entire dataset
but also for various spatial sub-blocks. Most of the sampling
methods [35,46] developed in the context of scientific data
management are focused on the second factor, but ignore the
first one. On the other hand, value distribution based sampling
is well studied and has been proven to be a good method in
the database area [19,37]. These methods, however, are not
developed for scientific datasets, and do not even consider
spatial distribution. Consideration of both value distribution
and spatial locality is necessary for scientific datasets, and
unfortunately, none of the existing work has included both.

1. Creating subsampled (lower-resolution) datasets from a
high resolution simulation dataset, on demand and efficiently, while maintaining the characteristics of the original dataset.
2. Assessing the loss of quality (with respect to the key statistical measures) incurred with a particular level of resolution, on the given dataset, without having to take a pass
through the entire high resolution dataset.
3. Providing the above functionality in a flexible system,
which can support sampling at the server-side in response
to requests from the client-side, and combine sampling
with data subsetting.

1.1.2 Error calculation without high overheads

1.1 Existing sampling techniques, limitations, and big data
needs
Though, to the best of our knowledge, no system provides
all of the above functionality, sampling itself has been extensively studied. Broadly, different statistical sampling methods [12,32,45,47] have been proposed to find a representative subset of the entire dataset. Some popular techniques
include simple random sampling, where we select a certain
percent of elements randomly out of original dataset, and
stratified random sampling, where we first divide the dataset
into strata and then perform random sampling within each
stratum. The latter method maintains certain spatial properties of the original dataset. To compare the accuracy between
the sampled dataset and the original dataset, different error
metrics [28,46,22] have also been used.
However, as we argue below, the existing work does not
meet all the requirements, especially in the context of growing dataset sizes and the need for data dissemination and
analysis in a distributed environment.
1.1.1 Sampling accuracy
Two factors are extremely important while creating samples
of scientific datasets so as to facilitate accurate analysis. The
first is value distribution, i.e., the value distribution of the
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After sampling, it is also important to know how accurately
the current sample is able to represent the original dataset.
Different error metrics, such as mean, variance, histogram1
and Q–Q plot2 are used as diagnostics of the accuracy. With
increasing dataset sizes and the distributed nature of analysis,
there are several challenges in applying these methods. In
particular, when the goal is to find the smallest sample that
can achieve a satisfactory accuracy, the traditional sampling
process involves the following (possibly iterative) process:
(1) sample generation, and (2) error metrics calculation. If
the error is too high, repeat with a larger sample, starting from
step 1. The entire process can be extremely time consuming,
especially if one needs to iterate multiple times. In particular,
with the current methods, there is no way to know in advance
what may be the smallest sample size at which acceptable
accuracy levels can be achieved.
1.1.3 Flexible data analysis over any subset
In many cases, users are only interested in data analysis or
visualization over a subset of the data. For example, only
certain timestamps may be of interest, and/or only a particular spatial subarea needs to be analyzed. Even if server-side
subsetting is available, the resulting dataset size may be very
large. Thus, the sampling method should be such that it can
be applied to any specified subset. Unfortunately, existing
sampling methods cannot support such flexible data subset
sampling.
1.1.4 Data sampling without data reorganization
Certain sampling methods, such as KDTree-based stratified
sampling [47], have been shown to be effective for scientific
datasets. However, before sampling can be performed, data
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Histogram

2
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reorganization is necessary (An option without reorganization is to store an array of indices to restore the previous order
of the data after KD-tree sorting, but this option incurs big
storage cost). This imposes huge memory and disk I/O costs.
Moreover, it is not possible to maintain multiple copies of
a massive dataset, and sampling is not the only operation to
be performed at server-side. After reorganization, the original data order is broken and it is more time-consuming to
support other data analysis such as data subsetting and visualization. Thus, we need sampling methods which operate
while maintaining the data in the original format.
1.1.5 Multi-resolution sampling to support interactive data
analysis
In many cases, users that are interested in interactive data
analysis or visualization need to have samples corresponding to different sampling levels. Such multi-resolution sampling can provide different granularity of data to users. There
are certain non-trivial challenges in providing such samples,
such as storing multiple levels of samples efficiently. One
desirable property is that each higher-resolution sample set
should include lower-resolution samples, so that unnecessary
data loading is avoided while switching sampling levels.
1.2 Our contributions
In this paper, we address the above limitations of existing
work by developing a novel sampling approach. We observe
that to allow subsetting over scientific datasets, data repositories are likely to use an indexing technique [41]. Among
these techniques, we see that bitmap indexing can not only
effectively support subsetting over scientific datasets, but can
also help create samples that preserve both value and spatial distributions over scientific datasets. We have developed
algorithms for using bitmap indices to sample datasets. We
have also shown how only a small amount of additional metadata stored with bitvectors can help assess loss of accuracy
with a particular subsampling level, i.e., we do not need to
take a pass over the entire sampled dataset to calculate accuracy based on these metrics. Some of the other properties of
this novel approach include: (1) value distribution as well as
spatial distribution of the original dataset are preserved, (2)
sampling can be flexibly applied to a subset of the original
dataset, which may be specified using a value-based and/or a
dimension-based subsetting predicate, (3) no data reorganization is needed, once bitmap indices have been generated,
(4) multi-resolution sampling is developed to help users perform interactive post-analysis, and 5) parallel sampling is
supported to further improve data sampling efficiency.
We have extensively evaluated our method with different types of datasets and applications. First, considering two
applications - visualization and clustering, we show that

server-side sampling can drastically improve the efficiency
of analysis of remote datasets. Next, we show that our method
has much better accuracy than the simple random sampling
and the stratified random sampling methods, and with respect
to different metrics, either better or comparable performance
to KDTree-based sampling (which requires expensive data
reorganization). Next, we show that our error pre-calculation
methodology, a unique characteristic of our approach, gives
very accurate estimation of error in sampled datasets. Next,
We analyze the sample generation time with our approach,
and show that when error calculation time and possibility of resampling to meet desired accuracy is included, our
method outperforms other approaches. We also show that we
can combine our sampling method with value-based and/or
dimension-based subsetting effectively. Finally, we show that
parallel sampling method can further improve data sampling
efficiency.
In this paper, we extend the work published in an earlier
conference [42]. Additional material in this paper includes
we apply our sampling method to multiple attributes (with
high correlation among each other) to help users perform
efficient correlation analysis. We propose a parallel indexing
and sampling framework to support more efficient analysis
over datasets which contain a collection of different attributes
in a distributed environment. We extend our method to support multi-resolution data analysis which allows users to perform interactive data analysis from lower resolution to higher
resolution efficiently. Finally, we test the accuracy of our
method with more error metrics (Signal-to-Noise Ratio and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov Value).
2 System overview
This section gives an overview of the system we have developed to support flexible server-side sampling (and subsetting)
of large datasets. Technical details of the sampling method
will be given in the next section.
Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of our system. In our
previous work we designed a system to support flexible data
subsetting (including both value-based and dimension-based
predicates) using a standard SQL-like interface [40,41]. The
advantage of this approach is that a simplified virtual or highlevel view of the dataset is presented to users. Thus, users
downloading the data do not need to be familiar with the
details of the data format. Instead, they can specify subsetting
(and now sampling) requests with the high-level view.
There are two main modules in the system, the Query
Analysis Module and Query Execution Module. The Query
Analysis Module takes an SQL query and corresponding
metadata as input and generates a query request (in a specific format internal to the system) as the output. The SQL
Parser is responsible for parsing the SQL query and generating a parse tree. We have implemented the parser by making
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Fig. 1 System architecture

certain modifications to the parser from SQLite3 , which is
a lightweight open-source database engine. After the parse
tree is generated, the Metadata Parser will take the data file
names and variable names as input, look up corresponding
metadata files, find the data schema and data layout information, and load them into memory.
The second major module, Query Execution Module, takes
the query request as input, performs data subsetting and sampling based on bitmap indices, and sends the data result back
to the client. The Bitmap Indexing performs different indexing operations based on the query request and generates a
collection of bitvectors which satisfies the current query as
output. After that, we check to see if sampling is needed for
the current query. If data sampling is not required here, the
Data Reader will query the data subset based on the indexing
information and return the result to the client. Otherwise, the
Data Sampling sub-module will generate data samples based
on bitmap indices.
There are two main components in the Data Sampling
sub-module: Error Prediction and Index-based Sampling.
Our approach includes a novel error prediction mechanism
based on bitmap indices. With the help of this mechanism,
we are able to pre-calculate approximation errors before actually sampling the data. Moreover, the error estimation can be
performed based on indices instead of scanning through the
entire sample. While the latter also reduces the error calculation time, our pre-calculation method allows a user to choose
a sampling level which maintains a desired level of accuracy.
Moreover, this alleviates the need for extracting a sample,
calculating the error, and then resampling (likely with a different subsampling level), which can be very expensive in
practice.
After error estimation, the Index-based Sampling component performs data sampling directly over bitmap indices and
generates a set of data record identifiers as the result. Then
http://www.sqlite.org
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2.1 Small preprocessing costs
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the Data Reader will take the data record identifiers as the
input, extract the data records, and return the results.
Besides error pre-calculation, which can improve the overall sampling efficiency significantly, and the overall effectiveness of our method, there are at least three other advantages
for our system.

If the data repository already uses bitmap indices, or will
like to use bitmap indices to efficiently obtain subsets of the
original dataset, we can directly apply our sampling method
without any preprocessing. For those applications without
bitmap indexing support, the computational complexity of
index generation is only O(n log(m)) where n is the number
of total elements and m is the number of bitvectors [50].
With the help of binning, m can be much smaller than n,
so log(m) can be considered a constant number. Thus, our
method is much faster compared with sampling methods with
O(n log(n)) preprocessing time, such as the KDTree-based
method [47]. Another advantage of our method is that we do
not need any modifications or reorganization of the original
dataset. All sampling operations are performed using data in
the original format and the bitmap indices.
2.2 Tradeoff between accuracy and sampling/memory costs
The bitmap indexing allows flexible multi-level indices over a
given dataset. The low-level bitmap indices are able to reflect
data features at a fine granularity, whereas the high-level
indices improve the efficiency by binning a group of low-level
bitmap indices together. By choosing to perform sampling
using high-level or low-level bins, and even choosing the bin
size at one or both levels, one can achieve the desired tradeoff
between accuracy of sampling and time/memory costs of the
sampling process.
2.3 Combining sampling and subsetting
Since our system is built on top of a data subsetting system,
users can combine sampling with subsetting. Moreover, such
queries can be executed efficiently because of the properties
of bitmap indices. We will elaborate on this later.

3 Sampling using bitmap indices
This section first provides background on bitmap indexing
and then introduces our data sampling method using bitmap
indices. We also describe five enhancements of our sampling
method, which are error prediction, sampling over a data
subset, sampling to support multi-attributes data analysis,
multi-resolution data sampling and parallel data sampling.
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(WAH) [48] have been developed to reduce the bitmap size.
The main idea of these approaches is that for long sequences
of 0s and 1s within each bitvector, an encoding is used to
count the number of continuous 0s or 1s. Such encoded
counts are stored, requiring less space. Another property of
the run-length compression methods is that it supports fast
bitwise operations without decompressing the data.
3.2 Stratified random sampling over bitvectors

High Level Indices

Fig. 2 An example of bitmap indexing

3.1 Background—bitmap indexing
Indexing provides an efficient way to support value-based
queries and has been extensively researched and used in the
context of relational databases. Bitmap indexing, which utilizes the fast bitwise operations supported by the computer
hardware, has been shown to be an efficient approach, and
has been widely used in scientific data management [34,50].
In particular, recent work has shown that bitmap indexing can
help support efficient querying of scientific datasets stored in
native formats [11,41].
Figure 2 shows an example of a bitmap index. In this
simple example, the dataset contains a total of 8 elements
with 4 distinct values. The low-level bitmap indices contain
4 bitvectors, where each bitvector corresponds to one value.
The number of bits within each bitvector is the same as total
number of elements in the dataset. In each bitvector, a bit
is set to 1 if the value for the corresponding data element’s
attribute is equal to the bitvector value, i.e. the particular
distinct value for which this vector is created. The high-level
indices can be generated based on either the value intervals
(equal-interval partitioning) or value ranges (equal-density
partitioning). From Fig. 2, we can see two high-level indices
are built based on value intervals.
This simple example only contains integer values. Bitmap
indexing also has been shown to be an efficient method for
floating-point values [49]. For such datasets, instead of building a bitvector for each distinct value, we can first group a
set of values together (binning) and build bitvectors for these
bins. This way, the total number of bitvectors is kept at a
manageable level.
From the example we can also see that the number of bits
within each level of bitmap indices is n × m, where n is the
total number of elements and m is the total number of bitvectors. This can result in sizes even greater than the size of the
original dataset, causing high time and space overheads for
index creation, storage, and query processing. To solve this
problem, run-length compression algorithms such as Bytealigned Bitmap Code (BBC) [4] and Word-Aligned Hybrid

Consider data storage in a large-scale scientific repository. If
we are using bitvectors to be able to retrieve subsets of the
original dataset [11,41], the question we want to focus on is
“can the same bitvector be used to obtain accurate and representative samples, while also assessing the loss of accuracy
with a particular sampling level”. It turns out that bitvectors
can not only be used in this fashion, but they also provide several advantages over existing and popularly used sampling
techniques.
We now describe the bitvector based sampling method we
have developed. The basic idea in our method is to perform
random stratified sampling over each bitvector, which corresponds to a particular value or, more likely, a bin of values.
Specifically, we extract the same percent of samples out of
each bitvector. By sampling over bins with equal probability,
we are able to keep value distribution in the sampled dataset
close to that of the original dataset. In fact, as we will show
below, this approach preserves entropy of the original dataset,
a highly desired property of samples in many applications.
Within each bitvector, we first divide the bitvector into
sectors of a certain size, and choose the same percent of samples out of each sector. This way, we can also preserve the
value distribution within each spatial region. Furthermore,
when multi-level bitvectors are created (such as the example earlier in Fig. 2) this method can be applied to either
the low-level or the high-level index. This choice allows a
tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy. As we mentioned
in Sect. 3.1, bitmap indexing supports two binning strategies: equal-interval partitioning and equal-density partitioning. Our method can be applied to both methods. In this paper,
we use equal-interval partitioning strategy to build indexing,
and the sampling method using equal-density partitioning is
similar.
We now explain the steps of our method in more detail,
using an example in Fig. 3. There are three main steps:
3.2.1 Building bitmap indices
In this example, the small dataset contains 32 elements,
so each bitvector has 32 bits. The number of distinct values is 4. The low-level bitmap indices contain 4 bitvectors:
e0 (= 1), e1 (= 2), e2 (= 3), e3 (= 4), and the high-level
bitmap indices include 2 bitvectors: i 0 ([1, 2]), i 1 ([3, 4]). In
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Sampling over Low Level Indices:
e0

=1

00010100 | 00110001 | 01010110 | 00010001

se0

=1

00000100 | 00100001 | 00000110 | 00010000

e1

=2

00100000 | 10000010 | 00100000 | 10000010

se1

=2

00000000 | 10000000 | 00100000 | 00000010

e2

=3

10001001 | 00000100 | 10001001 | 00100100

se2

=3

00001000 | 00000000 | 10000001 | 00100000

e3

=4

01000010 | 01001000 | 00000000 | 01001000

se3

=4

01000000 | 00001000 | 00000000 | 00001000

Sampling over High Level Indices:
i0

[1, 2]

00110100 | 10110011 | 01110110 | 10010011

si0

[1, 2]

00100100 | 10000010 | 00010100 | 10010000

i1

[3, 4]

11001011 | 01001100 | 10001001 | 01101100

si1

[3, 4]

10001001 | 00001000 | 10001000 | 01000100

Fig. 3 Our proposed sampling method: stratified random sampling
over bitmap indices

this simple example, all values are integers, though as we
mentioned in Sect. 3.1, bitmap indices can be (and have been)
used for floating-point values by generating bins with value
ranges.
3.2.2 Dividing bitvectors into sectors
In order to preserve distribution of values in each spatial
region, bitmap indices should be logically divided into spatial sectors. In the figure, we can see that for both the lowlevel and the high-level bitmap indices, every bitvector is
divided into 4 sectors, and there are 8 bits within each sector.
The selection of the sector size is tradeoff between efficiency
and accuracy. The bigger the sector size we use, the better
sampling efficiency we can achieve but more sampling accuracy we lost (spatial locality). In this work, we just manually
select a certain sector size, and more analysis of choosing
sector size will be left to future work.
3.2.3 Random sampling over each sector
After creating sectors, random sampling can be performed
within each sector, and for each bitvector, to generate data
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samples. Within each bitvector, random sampling is only
applied to 1-bits. To preserve value distribution within each
region, we need to make sure sample percentages over each
sector are the same. One advantage of using bitmap indexing
is that its implementations help us locate all 1-bits efficiently.
In Fig. 3, we are generating 50 % samples out of the original
dataset. We can see that se0 , se1 , se2 , se3 are identifiers of
data records that are in the sample generated using the lowlevel bitvectors, whereas si 0 , si 1 are the data records for the
sample using the high-level bitvectors. For both low-level
and high-level bitmap indices, within each sector, only half
of the 1-bits are picked. For example, after sampling, the
number of 1-bits in the sample bitvector se0 is 6, which is
only half of that in original bitvector e0 .
From the figure, we can also see that although low-level
bitmap indices have more bitvectors, each bitvector has fewer
1-bits. On the other hand, the number of bitvectors in the
high-level bitmap indices is smaller, but more 1-bits exist
in each bitvector. Hence, both methods generate sampled
datasets of the same size. Low-level bitmap indexing is able
to achieve better accuracy because it reflects the value distribution at a finer granularity. However, it also has an additional
time cost, because of higher indices loading time and bitvector striding time.
Finally, we point out the property of this method with
respect to preserving entropy. Information theory and entropy
have been extensively used while sampling data (or even
selecting angles, streamlines, or other features) in graphics
and visualization, as also summarized by Xu et al. [51].
Formally, if X is a random variable with a series of possible outcomes x, where x ∈ {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, and if the
probability for the random variable to have the outcome xi
is p(xi ), then Shannon’s entropy is defined as
!
H (X ) =
p(xi ) × log(1/ p(xi )).
i

Assuming no binning is performed, and sector sizes are
large enough that precisely the same fraction of values can be
chosen, we can see that the sampled dataset using bitvectors
will have the same distribution of values, or the same entropy.
3.3 Error prediction

After sampling, it is also important to know how accurate the
sampled dataset is compared with the original dataset. Traditional sampling methods can only calculate error metrics after
samples are generated, and if the error is too high, the entire
sampling process has to be repeated with another sample percentage. As we will show now, with bitvectors we are able to
pre-calculate error metrics based on bins. Thus, we can perform error predictions analysis to find a sample percentage
which will give desired accuracy levels, and then can perform
data sampling only once. This is a significant advantage, since
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Fig. 4 Metadata generation for
error prediction
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the error calculation method only takes at most O(m) time,
where m is the number of bitvectors. In comparison, sample
generation normally takes O(n) time, where n is the number
of data records in the original dataset, and n >> m.
As we stated earlier, while evaluating quality of a sampled dataset, different error metrics, like mean, variance, histogram and Q–Q plot are used. In particular, for our discussion we consider error metrics of two types: (1) mean,
variance, histogram, and Q–Q plot for each variable, and (2)
mean and variance for each sector.
We need to calculate and store some additional information during bitmap index generation. Figure 4 shows the
metadata generation over bitmap indices. For dataset or variable level error calculation, the only additional information
we need is the total number of 1-bits within each bitvector. From the figure, we can see that count(0), count(1),
count(2) and count(3) record the total number of 1-bits for
each bitvector. The results are stored in the first column of
the 2-dimensional count matrix c. The metadata we need for
sector-level mean and variance calculation is the number of
1-bits within each sector. From the figure, we can see that for
bitvector e0(= 1), count(0, 0), count(0, 1), count(0, 2) and
count(0, 3) record the number of 1-bits within each sector.
The result is stored in columns c0, c1, c2 and c3 of the count
matrix.
Now we elaborate on calculation of specific metrics. Our
approach can also be referred to as error pre-calculation,
which is in contrast to error post-calculation normally done
with the traditional sampling methods.
3.3.1 Mean, variance, sector means, and sector variances
We now show how to pre-calculate mean and variance of
the sampled dataset based on bins and the count matrix. The
input is the representative value (value) of each bin, which
we determined at the time of index generation, and the total

number of elements (count) within each bin, which we can
find from the count matrix. Besides that, each time we also set
a sample percentage to decide the size of the sample result,
denoted as SamplePercent. Equation 1 computes the number
of samples selected from each bitvector (scounti ) based on
counti and SamplePercent:
scounti = counti × Sample Per cent.

(1)

Our method fetches the same percent samples out of each
bitvector, which is equal to SamplePercent. Hence, by multiplying counti with SamplePercent, we are able to compute
the approximate number of samples within each bitvector.
Now, Eq. 2 calculates the mean value of the sampled dataset:

Mean =

m
"

(scounti ×valuei )

i=1

m
"

(2)

.

(scounti )

i=1

Within each bitvector, we know both the representative
valuei and sample size scounti . By multiplying these two
factors together, we can get the sum value of samples in the
current bitvector. Based on that, we can calculate the total
value by adding the sum value of each bitvector together. We
are also able to count the total number of sample elements
by adding scounti of each bitvector together. Based on the
sum value and total sample elements count, we can get the
mean value.
Equation 3 calculates the variance of the sampled dataset.
We first compute the value differences within each bitvector
based on mean and valuei , then add all value differences
together and finally divide by the total number of sample
elements:
V ariance =

m #
"

i=1

scounti ×(Mean−valuei )2
m
"

(scounti )

$

.

(3)

i=1
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The method of calculating sector means and sector variances
is similar. We simply need to apply the Eqs. 2 and 3 for each
sector.
We can see that our approach, error pre-calculation, can
calculate mean and variance within O(m) where m is the
total number of bitvectors. Note that in contrast, the error
post-calculation method will have to scan the entire sampled
dataset twice to compute the mean and the variance. The time
complexity is O(s), where s is the sample size.
3.3.2 Histogram
The input is value, count and SamplePercent. Based on Eq. 1,
we can obtain the number of sampled elements for each
bitvector (scounti ). Now,
Pr obi =

scounti
.
m
"
(scounti )

(4)

i=1

Equation 4 calculates each value Pr obi in the histogram by
simply dividing the sample size of each bitvector scounti by
the total sample size. This way, we obtain the element probability of each bitvector. By calculating probabilities over all
bitvectors, we are able to generate a histogram.

This method can compute the histogram within O(m),
where m is the number of bitvectors. In comparison, error
post-calculation has to first perform a Radix Sort4 over the
entire sampled dataset. After that, it needs to count the number of elements within each bucket and then divide this number by the total sample size. The time complexity is O(s)
where s is the sample size.
3.3.3 Q–Q plot
We first recap the definition of a Q–Q plot. Viewing the original dataset and the sampled dataset as two distributions, we
compare them by plotting their quantiles against each other.
Algorithm 1 shows how to calculate a Q–Q plot using
bitvectors. The input is s which indicates the total number of
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radix_sort
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sample elements; m the total number of bitvectors; q the total
number of quantiles; count the number of elements within
each bitvector; and value the representative value of each
bitvector (calculation described below). In line 1, we define
a variable curCount to record the total number of elements
that are smaller than the value of the current bitvector. The
variable pos indicates each quantile position identifier in the
sampled dataset. It can be computed based on total sample size (s), multiplying it with the quantile percentage, as
shown in line 8. Lines 3–12 compute the quantile value based
on each quantile position. We iterate from the bitvector with
the smallest value to the bitvector with the largest value. If
the current quantile position pos is larger than curCount, we
update the curCount and go to the next bitvector, as shown
in line 4 and line 10. If pos becomes smaller than curCount,
it means the current quantile is located within the current
bitvector. Then we can record the representative value of the
current bitvector as the quantile value and go to the next
quantile, as captured by lines 5 through 8. We keep performing this calculation until we find the value of all the desired
quantile positions.
Our method is able to calculate the Q–Q plot with O(q) in
the best case and O(q + m) in the worst case, where q is the
total number of selected quantiles. In comparison, the error
post-calculation method has to first perform a quick sort over
the entire sampled dataset to calculate the Q–Q plot. After
that, certain quantiles need to be selected out of the sorted
dataset as Q–Q plot values. For example, we can fetch the
data elements located at 1, 2, . . . , 100% positions out of the
sorted sample dataset as the result. The time complexity is
O(s × log(s)) where s is the sample size.
Now, we describe how we calculate value, the representative value of a bitvector, when we have multi-level bitmap
indices. For low-level bitmap indices, we can simply use
the mean or the median value as the representative value
of each bin. For high-level bitmap indices, each bitvector
indicates a relatively larger value range. In our work, we
use three indicators to predict errors for high-level bitmap
indices. In high-level bitmap indices, each bin indicates a
value range which has both a lower-bound and an upperbound. By using lower-bound and upper-bound values during the error prediction process, we are able to calculate a
boundary on the actual error metric results. Besides, each
high-level bin is built by combining a group of low-level
bins together. Hence, we are able to calculate the value distribution of each high-level bin by looking at corresponding
low-level bins and finding an estimated value to represent
each high-level bin. This way, we are able to find the actual
error boundaries and also generate a relatively accurate error
prediction. In some cases, when the data range of the dataset
is large, the bin size of low-level bitmap indices can be big.
We can also apply this three indicators method to low-level
bitmap indices.

Cluster Comput
Fig. 5 Multi-resolution
samples generation
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3.4 Sampling only a subset of data
When a data repository is disseminating data, a particular
user might only be interested in a certain subset of data, based
on spatio-temporal ranges (dimension subsetting) and/or specific values for attributes (value-based subsetting). However,
as the dataset size for the subset may still be too large, sampling may still be needed.
Traditional sampling methods cannot efficiently support
data sampling over a user-specified subset of data that
includes value-based subsetting. For example, simple random sampling, stratified random sampling and KDTree stratified random sampling methods can all handle dimensionbased subsetting, but when value-based subsetting is involved,
they have to first generate data samples over the entire dataset
and then perform post-filtering, which is clearly not efficient.
Suppose we need to sample datasets at a certain level, in
conjunction with a subsetting condition, which includes both
dimension-based and value-based subsetting conditions. We
will proceed as follows. We first focus on the value subsetting conditions and search the (possibly) multi-level bitmap
indices to find corresponding bitvectors. Only these bitvectors need to be loaded. Next we perform dimension subsetting
over the retrieved bitvectors. Finally, we apply the stratified
sampling only over this bitset.
3.5 Data subsetting and sampling over multiple attributes
In a typical scientific dataset, certain attributes can be standalone, i.e., can be analyzed separately. On the other hand, certain attributes can be closely connected with each other, and
it is better to study them together. Suppose we consider the
output from the cosmology data described in Sect. 4 below.
Each record in the dataset corresponds to one particle and
includes multiple attributes. For example, the attribute mass
indicates the field value related to the current particle, and
VX, VY, VZ indicate the particle velocity in each of the three
spatial dimensions. mass can be analyzed separately, as it
does not have a strong connection with the other attributes.

XOR
Level 1: 50%

sem (50%)
01000000 10000010

em
01000010 11000011

XOR
Level 0: 100%
11111111 11111111

For VX, VY, VZ, however, scientists prefer to analyze them
together to find the relationships among them.
The techniques we have described so far build indices over
each attribute separately, which does not fit the second scenario very well. We now describe an extension to support
sampling to ensure a preserved distribution over multiple
attributes.
Suppose we need to sample with respect to two attributes,
X and Y. The entire process can be divided into 3 steps: (1)
Divide the value range of each attribute into one-attribute
bins, say, (X 1 , X 2 , . . . ,X m1 ) and (Y1 , Y2 , . . . ,Ym2 ). (2) Form
multiple attributes bins (or mbins) (X 1 , Y1 ), (X 1 , Y2 ), . . .
,(X m1 , Ym2 ) based on the one-attribute bins generated in
the previous step. For each mbin, generate a bitvector and
initially set all bits to 0. (3) Scan through the dataset. For
each record, find its X and Y value, classify it into the corresponding mbin and set the corresponding bit to 1. Repeat
this process until all records are mapped to related mbins.
3.6 Multi-resolution sampling to support interactive
post-analysis
In many cases where users are interested in interactive data
analysis or visualization, multi-resolution sampling is necessary to provide different granularity of the data to users.
For example, after examining the current level of samples,
users may want to either explore the next higher-resolution
sample (to enhance accuracy) or go to the lower-level sample (for more efficient analysis). Providing such functionality
efficiently is challenging. We propose a multi-resolution data
sampling method based on bitmap indexing to support interactive data analysis. Multi-level sample IDs are stored as
compressed bitsets, which saves the disk space. Our method
has the property that each higher-level bitset contains all IDs
(and thus the sampled values) of the lower-level bitsets.
Figure 5 shows the process of generating multi-level
samples using our index sampling method. Initially, there
are m bitvectors for the current dataset (e0 , e1 , ..., em ). For
each bitvector ei , we apply the stratified random sampling
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Fig. 6 Parallel indexing and sampling

method to generate corresponding first-level sample bitvector (sei (50 %) in this example). After that, we continue to
apply stratified sampling over the first-level sample bitvectors
to generate the second-level sample bitvectors (sei (25 %)
in this example). We keep generating lower-level bitvectors
based on current level until all resolution levels are generated. For each level sample bitvectors, we perform logic
OR operations among them to generate one bitset as the ith
level sample bitset. Compared with other multi-resolution
models [15,29], one advantage of our method is that with
the help of bitmap indexing, we do not have to store the
actual sample data elements for each distinct sampling level.
When the data size is huge, storing multi-level of samples
can be extremely resource consuming. Instead, we are able
to store the compressed bitset to represent each resolution
level, which reduces storage requirements (the size of the
bitset in each level after compression is much smaller than
the sample data). During data analysis, each time users want
to examine one sample level, we first provide the error prediction results of current level. If users are interested in the
data sample, we find the actual sample based on the IDs specified within the current bitset. Moreover, another feature of
our method is that sampling at a higher-resolution includes
sampled data elements at the lower-level. Correspondingly,
the upper-level bitset contains all bits of lower-levels. If the
data analysis is moved from one-level to another, we do not
have to reload all the sampled data. Instead, we are able to
just add or remove the data elements by simply performing
one XOR operation between the two sample bitsets.

based on distributed bitmap indices. Different parallel levels can be first defined for each scientific dataset, and we can
choose a parallel level based on the size of the dataset and the
available processes. If the number of processes is sufficiently
large, we can build up multiple distributed index files over
sub-blocks of the data. Then, each process is responsible for
performing data sampling over one index file (correspond to
one data block).
Figure 6 shows our parallel indexing and sampling framework. Here we define three parallel levels: data files, variables, and data blocks. As shown in the figure, one scientific
dataset includes multiple data files, one data file includes
multiple variables, and one variable can be logically partitioned into multiple blocks. To support parallel indexing and
sampling, during the index generation phase, instead of building and compressing bitmap indices over the entire variable,
we first logically partition each variable into a collection of
blocks, and then initialize multiple processes and make each
process build bitmap indexing over a set of blocks. This way,
the index generation is performed in parallel and is able to
achieve a good speedup. A global metadata file, which keeps
the relationship between dimension boundaries and bitmap
indices of each block, is generated. During the index sampling phase, each process will be assigned with a certain
number of index files, depending on the number of index
files and available processes. If the number of processes is
sufficiently large, each index file will be assigned with one
process to generate data samples of current data block. This
way, the sampling operations over the entire dataset can be
performed in parallel, which greatly improves the efficiency.

3.7 Parallel indexing and sampling
Datasets sizes for most science domains have been increasing
at a rapid speed. Parallel data sampling can become necessary when the data sizes becomes extremely large. This subsection proposes a MPI-based parallel sampling framework
which generates sample dataset out of the original dataset
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4 Experimental results
In this section, we report results from a number of experiments conducted to evaluate our sampling approach. We
designed experiments with the following goals: (1) To show

Cluster Comput

4.1 Improving efficiency of distributed data analysis with
sampling
In this experiment, we consider the following scenario. The
entire dataset is located on a remote server, and any analysis
must be done after the data is downloaded to the client-side.
We consider two distinct applications: data visualization and
data mining. In the data visualization scenario, we visualize the sampled dataset using Paraview [2], a widely used
data analysis and visualization application. In the data mining scenario, we take data samples as input and perform Kmeans clustering using MATE [21], a map-reduce like system. With these two applications, we compare the efficiency
of data analysis (including data downloading time), when
using the original dataset against the cases where different
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Data Transfer Time(10 MB)
Data Transfer Time(100 MB)
Data Visualization Time

1200

Execution Time(sec)

how data sampling is able to improve data analysis efficiency
in a distributed environment (where data source and resources
for data analysis are geographically separated), (2) To examine the accuracy of our bitmap indices sampling method and
compare it with a number of other sampling methods, (3) To
evaluate the accuracy of error pre-calculation, by comparing
predicted errors with the actual errors, (4) To compare the
efficiency of our method against other sampling methods, in
particular in view of error pre-calculation, (5) To show how
sampling over data subsets improves the efficiency, and (6)
To show how parallel indexing and sampling improves the
efficiency.
We used two different scientific datasets. The ocean
dataset is generated by the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) [23],
which is an ocean circulation model. The execution we used
has a grid resolution of approximately 10 km (horizontally),
and vertically it has a grid spacing close to 10 m near the
surface, increasing up to 250 m in the deep ocean. POP generates 1.4 GB output for each variable per time-slice, and
each variable is modeled with three dimensions: longitude,
latitude, and depth. The data is stored in the NetCDF format.
The cosmology dataset is generated by the Road-Runner Universe MC3 , which is a large N-body cosmology simulation of
dark matter physics. An MC3 time step of 40003 (64 billion)
particles with 36 bytes per particle takes 2.3 TB per timeslice. The particles generated per time-slice are split into a
collection of data files based on the spatial information. Each
particle within the file corresponds to one record, which is
formed by 8 attributes (X, Y, Z, VX, VY, VZ, MASS, TAG).
The data is stored in binary format.
In our experiments, the data repository and the serverside data sampling are on the Darwin Cluster at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Darwin consists of 120 compute nodes
with 48 core (12-core by 4 socket) 2 GHz AMD Opteron
6168 and 64 GB memory. The client-side data analysis is
performed on one compute node which has 8 cores Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU 2.53 GHz and 32 GB memory.
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Fig. 7 Visualizing a remote dataset: execution time with and without
sampling

subsampling levels are used. In particular, we divide the data
processing time into three parts: (1) Server-side data sampling time, (2) Data transfer time between the server and the
client, and (3) Client-side data analysis time. The second factor above varies with the wide-area data transfer bandwidths
one might have. For our experiments, we used two different
networks, one with 10 MB/s bandwidth and the other with
100 MB/s bandwidth.
Figure 7 compares the efficiency of the data visualization
using different subsampling levels: 100 %, which means that
we are using the original dataset without sampling, 12.5, 1,
and 0.1 %. The dataset without sampling is 11.2 GB in size
and is from the POP application. From the figure, we can
see that although our method incurs extra sampling costs
compared to the case when the original dataset is analyzed,
both the data transfer and analysis time is much lower (as
expected), and more than compensates for the sampling time.
Specifically, we find that compared to visualization over
the original dataset, if network bandwidth is 10 MB/s, the
speedup with 12.5 % sampling rate, 1 % sampling rate, and
0.1 % sampling rate is 4.82, 15.91, and 47.59, respectively. If
network bandwidth is 100 MB/s, the corresponding speedups
are 2.61, 6.72, and 19.02, respectively. Of course, another
consideration with sampling is the accuracy of the analysis,
which we will focus on in the next subsection.
Figure 8 compares the efficiency of K-means clustering
(data mining) execution, using the original dataset and the
three sampling levels (12.5, 1, and 0.1 %). The dataset is
from cosmology, and is 16 GB in size. The number of Kmeans cluster centers is 10 and the number of iterations is
50. The number of threads is 4. From the figure, we can see
that, similar to data visualization, with the help of sampling,
the speedup with 10 MB/s network bandwidth ranges from
5.25 to 84.24, and the speedup with 100 MB/s network band-
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Fig. 8 Clustering a remote dataset: execution time with and without
sampling

a big bin, and thus, value distributions are preserved only at
a coarser level. How to choose bin scale is very important. In
this work, we just manually group a certain number of small
bins into big bins and demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency
of our method with different bin scales. Basically perform
sampling using bigger bins improve the sampling efficiency
with some accuracy lost compared with using smaller bins.
In our future work, we plan to use a training model to decide
different bin scales for different variables. The datasets and
the variables used here are the same as the previous experiment: TEMP from the POP dataset and (VX, VY, VZ) from
the cosmology dataset. The sample percentage is 0.1 % of the
original dataset.
It turns out that the appropriate error metrics for visualization and clustering are very distinct. Now we discuss the
accuracy of the two applications separately.
4.2.1 Accuracy for visualization

width ranges from 3.26 to 39.8. Again, accuracy is another
consideration, which we will analyze next.
4.2 Accuracy comparison with different sampling methods
As we stated above, besides efficiency, accuracy is a very
important consideration for a sampling method. Using visualization and clustering as representative data analysis applications, we not only evaluate the absolute accuracy of our
method, but also compare the accuracy against three other
methods.
The sampling methods we compare against are as follows.
Simple random sampling involves randomly selecting a data
subset out of the original dataset without focusing on any
features. Stratified random sampling [12] performs random
sampling within each stratum. Normally, the way these strata
are formed can preserve spatial distribution of samples, but
not the value distribution. KDTree-based sampling [47] has
been proven to be a good method for visualization, and has
also been applied to the cosmology dataset. It divides data
into strata by building a k-dimensional tree over the dataset.
The tree construction method is primarily based on spatial
dimension(s) but can also consider data values as one dimension. Random sampling is performed within each stratum to
generate a data sample. Because both data values and spatial
distribution are considered in forming the strata, KDTreebased sampling has led to better accuracy than stratified random sampling.
In our method, which we will refer to as index sampling,
we chose two bitmap indexing levels. The method we will
denote as small bin corresponds to the use of low-level bitmap
indices, which indicates fine-grained value distribution. The
method we will denote as big bin corresponds to the use of
high-level bitmap indices. Here, we group 10 small bins into
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Characterizing the impact of sampling on visualization
is hard, since human perception plays a role in how a
dataset is viewed. Based on the existing literature from
visualization [47], we used two types of error metrics:
averaging-based metrics and absolute-value-based metrics.
For averaging-based metrics, we used the following four indicators: means of the value over 200 separate sectors, histogram using 200 value intervals, Q–Q plot with 200 quantiles, and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). We calculated the
sector means, histogram, and Q–Q plot value of both the
original dataset and each sample dataset, and computed the
absolute value differences between the original dataset and
the sample dataset. To represent these charts, we use a Cumulative Frequency Plot (CFP). In our plots (Fig. 9 for example), a point (x,y) indicates that the fraction y of all calculated
absolute value differences are less than x. Since the error metric value differences should be as small as possible, it implies
that a method with the curve to the left has a better accuracy
than the method with the curve to the right. Although average metrics are able to reflect the general accuracy of sample
data, most localized error effects may be lost in the metrics
due to the averaging effects. On the other hand, absolutevalue-based metrics, which define the maximum errors, are
able to help us analyze the worst case. Here, we calculate the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) value between original dataset
and sample dataset as the indicator of the absolute error. For
the bitmap index sampling method, the total number of small
bins of TEMP is 442, and the total number of small bins of
VX is 670. Each 10 small bins are grouped into a big bin.
The left subfigures of Figs. 9 and 10 show the absolute
value differences of sector means using the five sampling
methods (including two versions of our approach). The simple random sampling shows the worst accuracy. The stratified random sampling, which considers spatial distribution,
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Fig. 9 Error (means, histogram, and Q–Q Plot) comparison using cumulative frequency plots: TEMP from POP dataset
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Fig. 10 Error (means, histogram, and Q–Q Plot) comparison using cumulative frequency plots: VX from cosmology dataset

achieves better accuracy than simple random sampling. However, as it does not consider value distribution, the results
are still worse than KDTree-based sampling and index sampling. If we compare KDTree-based sampling with index
sampling, we can see that for POP data, index sampling (both
small bin and big bin) achieves better accuracy than KDTreebased sampling. For cosmology data, KDTree-based sampling shows better accuracy than index sampling (big bin).
However, index sampling (small bin) method still achieves
the best accuracy.
The middle subfigures of Figs. 9 and 10 show the absolute
value differences for histogram entries, comparing the five
sampling methods. KDTree-based sampling considers value
distribution by treating variable value as one dimension during the KDTree sorting process. This method is more focused
on spatial partitions and only considers value distribution at
a very coarse level. Thus, as we can also see from the figures, for the cosmology dataset, the histogram results with
KDTree-based sampling are not as good as our method. For
the POP dataset, KDTree-based sampling and index sampling with big bin achieve a similar accuracy. Index sampling
with small bin achieves a better accuracy than all the other
methods.
The right subfigures of Figs. 9 and 10 show the absolute
value differences of Q–Q plot values among the five sampling
methods. If we compare KDTree-based sampling with index
sampling, we can see that for the POP dataset, KDTree-based
sampling achieves the best accuracy, but for the cosmology

Table 1 Error comparison of signal-to-noise ratio
Sampling methods

TEMP SNR

VX SNR

Simple random sampling

41.12

7.69

Stratified random sampling

48.69

10.18

KDTree-based sampling

54.01

31.14

Index sampling (big bin)

56.43

23.87

Index sampling (small bin)

56.67

31.73

dataset, index sampling (both small bin and big bin) shows
better accuracy. On the whole, the Q–Q plot value differences between KDTree-based sampling and index sampling
are small.
Table 1 shows the SNR value of TEMP and VX. The
signal is the baseline variance divided by the mean squared
error, i.e. the noise. SNR approaches infinity when there is
no noise and negative infinity when there is no signal, i.e.,
the transformation doesn’t represent the “original” data as it
approaches negative infinity. SNR performs a point-to-point
comparison. To make it a useful indicator between original
data and sample data, SNR is calculated based on the stratified mean values instead of points. From the table we can see
that, for both TEMP and VX, both simple random sampling
and stratified random sampling cannot achieve good accuracy, as the SNR value is much smaller than the other three
methods. If we compare KDTree-based sampling with index
sampling, we can see that for TEMP, both index sampling
(big bin) and index sampling (small bin) achieve better accu-
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Sampling methods

TEMP K-S

VX K-S

Simple random sampling

0.0012

0.005

Stratified random sampling

0.00058

0.0031

KDTree-based sampling

0.000098

0.00045

Index sampling (big bin)

0.00014

0.00028

Index sampling (small bin)

0.000013

0.000088

racy than KDTree-based sampling. For VX, KDTree-based
sampling shows better accuracy than index sampling (big
bin). However, index sampling (small bin) still achieves the
best accuracy.
Table 2 shows the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) value of
TEMP and VX. This metric is derived from the two-sample
K-S test, which is used to evaluate if two samples come from
the same distribution. It measures the maximum difference
in cumulative probabilities between two samples. From the
table we can see that simple random sampling and stratified random sampling still can not achieve good accuracy.
For TEMP, KDTree-based sampling method achieve similar accuracy as index sampling (big bin) method, and index
sampling (small bin) achieves the best accuracy. For VX,
both index sampling (big bin) and index sampling (small
bin) achieve better accuracy than KDTree-based sampling
method. In sum, for both average error metrics and absolute
error metrics, our method is able to achieve better accuracy
than the other three methods in most cases.
4.2.2 Accuracy for clustering
The error metric here is the difference between cluster centers, using the original and the sampled dataset. Specifically,
we first calculate cluster center values for the original dataset,
then calculate cluster center values for the sampled dataset,
and finally compute the Euclidean distance between cluster
centers in the the original dataset and the sampled dataset.
The dataset we used here is the cosmology data and the
indices are built over the three attributes VX, VY and VZ,
i.e., the multiple attribute sampling method summarized in
Sect. 3.5 is used here. The total number of multiple bins for
VX, VY, VZ is 2000.
Figure 11 shows the accuracy using four sampling methods. The X axis shows different sampling percentages (25,
12.5, 1, 0.1 %), and the Y axis shows the average cluster
center value differences. KDTree-based sampling considers
sorting based on spatial information first and then values.
In this case, this method sorts the data based on X, Y, Z
and then VX, VY and VZ. It achieves better accuracy compared with simple random sampling and stratified random
sampling. Indices sampling method, which considers binning
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Table 2 Error comparison of Kolmogorov–Smirnov
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Fig. 11 K-means: accuracy differences with different sampling levels
and sampling methods

over VX, VY and VZ first and then spatial locality, achieves
better accuracy than all the other methods. As data sampling
percentage decreases, the advantage of our method becomes
even more prominent.
To summarize our discussion, we can observe the following. Traditional methods from statistics, i.e., simple random
and stratified random sampling, cannot get accurate samples as they are not considering enough features of the data.
KDTree-based sampling, which is more focused on spatial
locality, achieves good accuracy on sector means and Q–Q
plots. However, the histogram result is not as good as for
bitmap index sampling. Our method, which considers the
value distribution first and then spatial locality, is able to
generate a better histogram, while at the same time achieving
good accuracy for sector means and Q–Q plots compared to
KDTree-based sampling. It also achieves a better result than
all the other methods when multiple attributes need to be
considered while sampling. Furthermore, our method allows
flexibility in choosing bin levels, and thus, users can adjust
the bin size and level to get the desired tradeoff between
accuracy and efficiency. Finally, as we will elaborate later,
another advantage of our method lies in its ability to precalculate error levels.
4.3 Error prediction accuracy
As we have stated throughout, an important and distinct feature of our approach is the ability to pre-calculate error levels. However, we need to verify if the predicted error results
are close to the actual error results. We now describe results
from an experiment designed for this purpose using the POP
dataset. The sampling percentage is 0.1 %.
In this experiment, we first calculate predicted error
metrics with the methods described earlier in Sect. 3.3,
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Fig. 13 Predicted and actual errors (means, histogram, and Q–Q Plot): big bin method

then compute the actual error metrics by scanning over
the entire sample dataset and compare the two sets of
results. Figure 12 compares the predicted and actual errors
for sector mean values, histogram and Q–Q plots, using
the index sampling (small bin) method. The two sets of
lines are either always or almost always identical, which
shows that for index sampling (small bin) method, our
error pre-calculation is able to accurately reflect actual error
results.
Figure 13 compares the predicted and actual errors for sector mean values, histogram, and Q–Q plots, now using the
index sampling (big bin) method. Here, we use the mean
value as the representative value for each big bin. In the
left figure (means), if we compare the predicted errors with
the actual errors, we can see that there are only small value
differences between the 60th sector and the 85th sector. In
most cases, these two lines are identical. In the middle figure (histogram), we can see that there is some variation.
This is because the index sampling with big bin method
represents value distributions at a relatively coarse granularity. Each big bin can only be classified into one value
interval in a histogram, but each bin contains a value range
and some values may belong to the neighboring intervals. In
the right figure (Q–Q Plot), again the differences are very
small.

4.4 Efficiency comparison with different sampling methods
Earlier we have shown the benefits of sampling for improving
the execution time when datasets are remote. However, so
far we have not compared efficiency of our method against
other methods. We now report such a comparison. Since a key
feature of our approach is error pre-calculation, we focus on
a scenario where the samples must be generated so as to meet
certain accuracy requirements. Thus, the total sampling time
can be divided into two components: sample generation time
and error calculation time. Moreover, with other methods,
one may need to sample multiple times to obtain the right
accuracy levels. The variable we use here is TEMP from the
POP simulation, and the data size is 1.4 GB.
Figure 14 A compares the sample generation time among
the five sampling methods. The X axis shows different sampling percentages, (3.13, 6.25, 12.5, 25 %), and the Y axis
shows the execution time in seconds. We can see that simple
random sampling takes the least time, which is not surprising. Stratified random sampling and KDTree-based sampling
have similar sample generation time, each being somewhat
slower than simple random sampling because of the time
needed for generating strata. Another difference between
stratified random sampling and KDTree-based sampling is
that the latter requires n log(n) preprocessing time, which
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is not included here. In our method, the random sampling
must be applied to each bitvector, which leads to higher time
cost than the other three methods. This time depends upon
the number of bins used. We can see that with the big bin
method, which has one-tenth the number of bins compared to
the small bin method, the time cost is only marginally higher
than other methods. However, the index sampling (small bin)
method has 1.19–3.98 times slowdown over KDTree-based
sampling.
Figure 14 B compares the error calculation time among
the five sampling methods. With simple random sampling,
stratified random sampling, and KDTree-based methods, we
have to take a pass over the entire sampled dataset to perform
error calculations. This is not only a high cost, but one that
also increases with the size of the sampled dataset. In comparison, our method is able to pre-calculate error metrics based
on bins (quite accurately, as we established earlier) before
sampling. And the cost of performing the pre-calculation is
not related to the sample size. From the figure, we can see
that our method achieves at least 28× speedup compared with
the other three methods while creating a 25 % sample of the
dataset. Note that these results are for a 1.4 GB dataset, and
the advantage of our method will increase for larger sized
datasets.
Figure 14 C compares the overall efficiency among the five
sampling methods. The X axis shows the resampling times,
and the Y axis shows the total time cost in seconds. The sampling percentage is 6.25 %. Because the first three methods
cannot support error prediction, the sample generation and
error calculation process may have to be repeated multiple
times until a satisfactory accuracy level is found. However,
using index sampling, we can perform multiple error precalculations first (with different sampling levels) and then
need only one round of sample generation. If we look at the
first set of bars which correspond to the case where we sample only once, we can see that index sampling (small bin)
method has a similar total cost compared with the other three
methods, whereas the index sampling (big bin) method is
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significantly faster. However, if the sampling process needs
to be repeated, both big bin and small bin methods are much
faster than any of the other methods.
4.5 Data sampling over data subsets
Another advantage of bitmap indexing is that it supports efficient subsetting over subsets of the original dataset, where
these subsets may involve spatial (dimension-based) and/or
value-based conditions. In this subsection, we show how our
method is effective, i.e. data sampling efficiency improves
if sampling is performed over a subset of values or spaces.
Here we discuss value subsetting and spatial subsetting separately, although our method is able to support a combination
of the two.
Figure 15 shows the time incurred while sampling over different value-based subsets. The X axis shows the subsetting
percentage, i.e. the fraction of the original dataset that meet
the conditional predicate. The Y axis shows the sampling
time, including both the index loading time and the sample
generation time. The sampling rate is 25 % in all cases, i.e.
25 % of the data records that meet the conditional predicate
are returned. From the figure, we can see that for both the
small bin and big bin methods, the efficiency improves as the
subsetting percentage decreases. Smaller value-based subset
implies not only smaller index loading time but also smaller
sample generation time. Take the index sampling (small bin)
method for example, sampling over 10 % of the data takes
6.95 times less time than sampling over 100 % of the data.
Figure 16 shows the time cost of sampling with different
spatial subsets. The X axis shows the spatial subsetting percentage and the Y axis shows the indices sampling time. The
sampling percentage is still 25 %. From the figure, we can
see that the time cost decreases as the spatial subsetting percentage decreases, though the improvement is not as obvious
as in the case of value subsetting. This is because for spatial subsetting, all indices still have to be loaded, so the only
speedups are on the sample generation time.
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4.6 Speedup with parallel sampling
This subsection describes how parallel indexing and sampling speeds up the entire sampling process. We compared
the data sample generation time with different number of
processes for both Big Bin and Small Bin methods. The number of processes is varied from 1 to 32. The variable we used
here is TEMP with 8 time steps, and the total data size is
11.2 GB. The sampling percentage is 25 %.
Figure 17 evaluates the performance of parallel sampling
with different number of processes. In this experiment, to
emphasize the scalability of our method, we generated the
equal number of index files as processes, with each process
takes care of one index file which maps to one data block.
From the figure we can see that our method shows good
scalability as number of processes increases. Compared with
1 process, the relative speedup for Big Bin method varies
from 3.55 to 18.64, and the relative speedup for Small Bin
method varies from 3.63 to 20.38.

Sampling of datasets has been widely studied, including work
specific to scientific datasets and/or visualization.
Traditional statistical sampling methods [12], including
simple random sampling and stratified random sampling,
have been used often. We have performed a detailed comparison against these methods and demonstrated how our
approach is more effective. KDTree-based sampling [47]
uses a KDTree to divide data into sub-blocks and performs
random sampling within each block. It needs to reorganize
the entire dataset, with a time complexity of O(n log(n)).
We have also compared our method with this method, and
shown that our approach outperforms this method in several aspects, and is comparable in other ways. The Z-curve
order sampling method [35] involves a hierarchical indexing
framework that uses a Z-order curve. However, it can only be
applied to regular array-based datasets. Among the datasets
we have used, this method will not even be applicable to
the cosmology dataset. The WTSP Tree method [46] builds
a wavelet-based time-space partitioning tree over large-scale
time-varying datasets and supports multi-level data sampling
on that. The entire dataset has to be reorganized and the
WTSP Tree building process is time consuming.
Sampling has also been studied in the context of databases. One area of emphasis has been online aggregation,
with initial work by Hellerstein et al. [18]. Jermaine et al. [20]
proposed an online aggregation method for the DBO engine.
Histograms [36] and wavelets [8] can be pre-computed and
used. Chaudhuri et al. [9] have conducted extensive studies
on executing approximate aggregation queries using workload information and biased samples. More recent work in
the database community has been in the context of speeding
up map-reduce jobs with sampling. One initial study [17]
proposed a framework to support incremental data sampling.
EARL [30] involves a new sampling strategy with support
for early error approximation based on bootstrapping, which
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has been widely employed in statistics and can be applied to
arbitrary functions and data distributions. This method is able
to decrease the resampling times and achieve good accuracy.
However, resampling is still needed to generate a satisfying
sampling result.
Dissemination and analysis of large-scale and distributed
datasets has been the focus of other studies as well. Some of
the popular directions have been replica services [7,10], reliable and predictable data transfers [3,44], and constructing
workflows [1,13]. Chimera is a system for supporting virtual
data views and demand-driven data derivation [16]. Metadata cataloging and metadata services have also been developed [14,38]. The Metadata Catalog Service (MCS) [39] and
Artemis [43] are collaborative components used to access and
query repositories based on metadata attributes. Many middleware efforts have specifically focused on the needs of datadriven sciences [5], and enhancing and optimizing data transfer frameworks has been a popular topic [3,26,27,31,33,24].
Our sampling techniques can work in conjunction with these
efforts to make it feasible to analyze large-scale datasets.
6 Conclusions
This paper has described a novel sampling method for massive scientific simulation datasets. We utilize the value distribution and spatial locality features of bitmap indices and
have developed an accurate sampling method over multilevel bitmap indices. We also developed an error prediction
mechanism to pre-calculate error metrics before sampling
the data. Moreover, with the help of bitmap indexing, our
method is able to support data sampling over any combination of value subset and dimension subset.
We have extensively evaluated our method with different types of datasets and applications. First, considering two
applications, visualization and clustering, we have shown
that server-side sampling can drastically improve the efficiency of analysis of remote datasets. Next, we established
that our method has much better accuracy than simple random and stratified sampling methods, and with respect to
different metrics, either better or comparable performance
to KDTree-based sampling. Yet another result is our error
pre-calculation methodology gives very accurate estimation
of error in sampled datasets. We have also analyzed the
sample generation time with our approach, and have shown
show that when error calculation time and the possibility of
resampling to meet desired accuracy is included, our method
outperformed other approaches. Finally, we show that we
can combine our sampling method with value-based and/or
dimension-based subsetting effectively, and parallel sampling can greatly improve the sampling efficiency.
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